Here’s an electrician’s tool that’s guaranteed to
save you time, save on labour cost, and make
you money, instantly … Or Your Money Back
Would you like to wire your jobs 20% faster?
Smart electrical contractors throughout Australia have been using a new cable roller that is making it so much easier to
wire buildings, increasing their levels of production and safety.
The new Roll-A-Rex cable roller has removed a lot of the frustration of handling cables rolls. No longer do you have to
put up with cable rolls falling on the ground, getting caught up, having to pull around corners, or having two men on
jobs when you only need one.
Electricians have been amazed with the ease in which this machine has transformed their cable handling duties. Huge
increase in productivity and decreased back injuries has contributed to the overwhelming success of this machine.
Handling heavy & awkward cable rolls has been the result of countless lower back problems, which could have been
avoided with the appropriate equipment. There’s no need to be frustrated any longer.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Put the Rex to the test. Push it to its
limits, compare & scrutinize this
compact cable roller, & and if it isn’t the
most time saving, universal cable roller
that caters for all your needs then
please return it for a full refund.

Benefits of Roll-A-Rex
Reduces injuries, less staff off work
Increases profits, by getting jobs done faster.
Get your jobs done quicker
Eliminates the frustrations of running cables.
Makes job flow easier
Easier to co-ordinate man power
Allows ideal positioning of rolls for job set up
Makes staff happier, more efficient, less hassles

Features of Roll-A-Rex

Suits many applications, single or multiple rolls
Light weight - one size fits all applications
Duragal construction, so it wont rust
Durable, 10 year guarantee
Anyone can use it, no effort or skills required
1metre wide - handles up to 8 small rolls!
Handles rolls up to 750mm diameter rolls
No tools required for assembly
Compact, easy to assemble - goes together in seconds!
Specially designed height to length ratio to avoid tip overs
Square bar construction to prevent legs from moving
Applies good surface area on floors to avoid marking on tiles

Made in Townsville
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